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Tuesday, partly cloudy and colder.
lew 14. hiah 42.
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Thought For The Day
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Weather

Bowling Gr*en Stat* UnlT*r«ity. Bowling Green. Ohio. Tuesday.

NOT.

» 1» on* thing to thow a man
at he is in an error, and anothto put him in possession of
truth.
—John Lock*

25. 1958
v
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KEY Royalty, Frosh Nominations Announced
Frosh Nominate
Office-Seekers
During Meeting

/-/• L

Students from 25 high schools
in northwestern Ohio attended the
twelfth annual High School Speech
and Drama Conference at the University Saturday. Approximately
450 students and teachers participated in the day's activities, said
Harold B. Obee, assistant professor of speech.
Planning and executing the program for the students were University students enrolled in the
various method courses offered
by the speech department. Seven
members of the department's faculty—Donald C. Kleckner, K. Lee
Miesle, Melvin Hyman, John H.
Hepler, Sidney Stone, Raymond
Yeager, and Obee—acted as overseers of the activities.
Held in the University Union,
the conference included demonstration sessions concerning radioTV, drama, debate, interpretation,
voice and diction, and public
speaking. There was also a special
session for teachers to discuss
problems in conducting a high
school speech-drama progrtm.
Students attending the conference were admitted free to the
performance of the University
Theatre's major production,
"Craig's Wife," that night. Prior
to attending the play, the students
and teachers were also given tours
of the University's main stage,
radio studios, and Speech Bldg.

You Read The News?
Then Heed Schedule
The first edition o| the NEWS
after Thanksqirlnq vacation will be
published Friday. Dec. S. The deadline foe notarial lor this Isaac will
be 1:30 Tuesday. Dec. 2.

*
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Influenza Outbreak
Avoided Thus Far
There has been no outbreak of
influenza thus far, according to
Dr. John H. Marsh, director of
the University Health Service.
Dr. Marsh stressed that influenza immunization shots arc available to any student or faculty
member upon request. At present
only one out of every five students have received these shots.
He farther recommended that
students take advantage of this
vaccine because of their Ugh susceptability to virus germs.

Election Dec. 3;
2v Enter Race

During Holiday Driving F«ffeft
■y DAVE RlGGS

Death is not a pleasant subject. But there are times when
it proves profitable to take a
look at the insane number of

the freshman nominating convention last Thursday in the
auditorium of the Practical

University Hosts
Speech Confab

\ /x /

Highway datety Vital

A total of 30 candidates were
nominated for class offices at

Arts Bldg., according to Bob
Pelton, chairman of the Student
Elections Board. The diction will
be Dec. 8.
The candidates for president
are: Roger Carr, Michael Fink,
Gary Gladieux, Melvin Hulbert.
William Lawrence, Jack Mason,
Raymond McGuire, Tom Price,
Milton Smith, and Mark Winchester.
Nominees for vice-president are:
Richard Bradley, Gary Bloomfield,
Murray Ferderbcr, Mike Fravel,
Joe McNamara, Louise Fanek, and
Pat Rosdli.
Those .seeking the office of Secretary are: Betty Lou Eredics,
Joyce Gruver, Shirley McMillan,
Pat Oplinger, Marianne Philips,
and Nanc> White.
The candidates for treasurer
are: Marcy Carroll, Rod Hanscn
Gregg Hilger, Robert Hoover, Rober Pfohl, Donald Ross, and Phyllis Rowley.
Pelton stated that the petitions
submitted by the candidates and
Iheir personal records are currently being screened by the Elections
Board. As such, notifications of
ligibilty to run for office will be
sent out no later than noon Wednesday.
Campaigning, for those eligible,
niBy begin no earlier than noon,
Nov. 30.

C/i

Photos Pff Lawless
DR. STUART GIVENS (acuity advisor to the Student Elections Board, appears
to be giving Important Information about the procedure Involved In accepting
nominations at ths nominating convention held In the auditorium of the PA Bldg.
Members of the Board listening are. from left to right Bob Pelton. Fred Slumpo.
Peg Faie. and Linda Cory.

ODK Qualifications Announced;
Application Blanks Are Available
Applications are now nvuilable
for membership in Omic»-on Deltn
Kappu, national leadership society
for nun, announced Bob (irmiberg, president of the local Beta
Tau circle.
Interested men can pick up application blanks in the draduatc
School Office, 200 Administration
Bldg. The completed blnnks must
he returned to the same office
by Friday, Dec. B.
The purpose of ODK is to afford
student and faculty leaders abundant opportunities and experience
in co-operative effort fur leadership and service in the institution,
and for the maintcnuncc and improvement of the unity and democracy of learning and the art
of democratic living.
Members are recognized for service and leadership in one or
more of the following fields: scholarship, athletics, social and religious affairs, publications, and
speech, music, and dramatic nrts.
The five indispensable qualities
for membership, according to information
on the application
blnnks, are character, leadership
und service in campus life, scholarship and fellowship, anil consecration to democratic ideals.
Candidates must have ut least
one full year of academic residence
at the University, junior or senior standing, and an accumulative
point average corresponding with
the following table:
Bus. Ad. Ed.
LA.
Senior
2.4
2.<i
2.6
Junior
2.6
2.7
2.7

Active student members of ODK
at the present are Grecnberg,
Norm Nunamaker, Al Goldberg,
Bob Bask, Bob Kinstle. Bill Park,
t'hurles Kellermyer, and John
Zcilman.

UCF Will Sponsor
LhriStmaS COnteSt.'

To Be Held Dec. 6
A Christmas decorations contest
will bo sponsored by United Christian Fellowship again thus year.
Two trophies for residences, one
for women and one for men. will
bo nwnrded to the houses with the
best door decorations.
Each house and dormitory may
spend up to $20 on decorations.
The thi me must be of a religious
nature to be counted in the judging.
Judging, which will be based on
originality and workmanship, will
be held between 10 a.m. Dec. 6
and noon Dec. 8. Members of the
faculty and the UCF executive
committee will be selected to act
as judges.
An expense account of door
area decorations of all houses and
dorms entering the coi-toBt must
bo turned in at the UCF house.
243 Thurstin Ave., by 5 p.m. Dec.
6.
Members of UCF suggest that
decorating begin on or shortly
after Dec. 1.

deaths which occur, mostly
through carelessness, on our
highways every day. During the
winter months, and especially over
the holiday periods, the number
of traffic accidents and fatalities
increases substantially.
With
Thanksgiving
vacation
upon us and Christmas vacation
coming up in a few weeks, several
thousand University students will
be rolling up several hundred
thousand miles on Ohio and natonal roads. Each student must
realize that when he gets behind
the driver's wheel he is controlling
a ton and a half of potential destruction.
Statistically, there are not many
factors in favor of homewardbound students tomorrow. More
people are killed in automobile
accidents during the winter months
than any other time during the
year. More die between 4 and 8
p.m. than during any other period
of the day. Drivers in the 16-26
uge group are responsible for far
more than their proportionate

»"»«> »' **H*** These rather

gruesome facts do not paint too
bright a picture when one considers that the traffic will also
be heavier than normal since the
long holiday week end will just
be starting while most students
are still on their way home.
There are many controllable
factors involved in most automobile accidents. Speed is a dominant
factor in many fatal accidents. At
high speeds the human body becomes increasingly vulnerable when
un accident occurs. If a person is
injured in an accident that occurs
at speeds of 60 miles an hour or
more, the injured person is eight
times more likely to die of his
injuries that if he had been injured
in an accident at 20 miles an hour.
So it's wise to take a little more
time traveling to arrive safely.
This may not be a very bright
picture to paint for you as you
start homeward for a happy holiday week end, but death on the
highway cannot be dressed up very
prettily. Take heed of the cold,
grim statistics and exercise every
ounce of care and caution that
you possibly can during the coming vacation periods.

Editorially Speaking

A Happy Holiday
You may be the world's best driver- -but
what about the other fellow?
It isn't the right-of-way that counts—it's
the right way.
These are only two of the many safedriving slogans that should be remembered
by University students as they leave the campus tomorrow for their homes—at least they
should be remembered if they want a happy
holiday rather than a tragic one.
There are many other slogans or simple
phrases issued by the National Safety Council in its attempts to make automobile drivers
more conscious of their bad driving habits,
but when persons are in a holiday mood, they
do not always pay as much attention to these
slogans as they might at other times.
This is especially true when these persons
are students who are almost in a state of ecstasy at the thought of lectures, homework,
and other rigors of college life being forgotten
for three or four days.
The chances of many BG students being
involved in major accidents on their way to
their homes are not too great. But the chances
that a number of minor accidents will occur
are large enough to warrant exercising special
care. A minor accident can spoil a holiday too.
We don't want any student's holiday to
be spoiled, so we are offering some tips for
driving furnished by the National Safety
Council.
1. Drivers should stay alert. Don't be-

come so preoccupied with holiday making that
you go into a holiday haze. Keep your wits
about you whenever you're in traffic.
2. Darkness is a signal to reduce speed
and increase vigilance. Be sure all lights are
in good working condition.
3. Bad weather is another condition that
cautions: Slow Down! Reduced speed is your
best weapon against snow and rain or muddy
or icy pavements.
4. On wet or icy pavement, pump the
brake pedal, gently but firmly. Jamming the
brakes on and holding them on contributes
to skidding on slippery roads.
5. Don't let your speedometer fool you—
it's the stopping distance that counts.
6. Consider what can happen if you have
tire or brake trouble while traveling a mile
a minute or faster. Is it worth it?
7. Excessive speed is a matter of three
conditions: traffic, weather, and road, in
addition to the consideration of stated or legal
speed limits.
8. The following benefits will be yours—
"IF" you drive within the law: you spare
yourself arrest, a court appearance, and the
cost of a fine. You are also less likely to be
the cause of an accident yourself, and you are
better able to prevent an accident that could
result from the violation of another driver
or a pedestrian.
Tomorrow, the vacation begins—a time
of pleasure and happiness—don't let it end
then.

_ .
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The University it. seriously considering plans for providing elective courses in religion during the
next acat'.emic year, l'JoD-60, Dr.
Ralph W. McDonald, president of
the University, has announced.
"We are not considering any
very extensive program, but rather a good, strong offering in religion," the President .said. "Thenwill simply be more substantial
courses than those presently being offered."
Such courses huvc been considered for some time, Dr. McDonald added, and after attending a
conference dealing with the subject of religion in stute-supported
universities at the University of
Michigan last week, Dr. Emerson
('. Shuck, dean of College of Liberal Art*, Dr. Kenneth II. McFall,
provost, and Dr. McDonald are
more than ever convinced of the
advantages such instruction at
Bowling Green.
Dr. McDonald emphasized that
any progt am established will be
ono that recognizes "any student's
faith is his own," and will hence
respect any individual's religious
beliefs. Information concerning
various religious faiths will be
purely objective.

Queen finalists and the lreshman
class officers will be held Wednesday, Dec. 3, in precincts located
in Founders' lobby, ground floor
of the Administration Bldg., the
lobby of the Union, anJ in Rodgcrs. The polls will be open from
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
There will be 8 finalists chosen from the king and qocen candidates and their pictures will be
sent to a celebrity for the final
selection.
Candidates for Key Queen are:
Kay Armstrong, Harmon; Carolyn
Schoulin, Gamma Phi Beta; Lii
Augustine, Alpha Gamma Delta;
Stephanie Gatsos, Treadway; Sue
Kramer, Kappa Delta; Joy Bordon,
Delta Zeta; Betsy Osborn. Lowry;
Donna White, Phi Mu; Carol 11 elms n. Alpha Chi Omega; Karen
Hoeglund , Alpha Phi; Carole Gruetter. Delta Gamma; Linda Gee,
Alpha Xi Delta; Nancy Howell,
Alpha Delta Pi; Linda Neubeck,
Mooney; and Stefani Mrava. Chi
Omega.
King candidates are Ed Shirkey,
Theta Chi; Dick Kohrs, Phi Kappa Tau; Jack Qualman, Kappa
Sigma; Don Katz, Zeta Beta Tau;
Ed Phillips, Phi Delta Theta;
Frank Gollc, Alpha Tau Omega;
Roger Weber, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Tom Price, Kohl Hall; Roger
Frailer, Pi Kappa Alpha; Gene
DeMoss, Shatzel; Buzz Sulchow,
Sigmu Chi; John Allison, Rodgers
Quadrangle; Dale Huston, Delta
Tau Delta; and Joe Shepherd, Tau
Kappa Epsilon.

'Craig's Wife' Acclaimed
Successful Production'
By CAROL BREDDER

A tense, but captive audience watched as scene by
scene the University Theatre
presented another successful
play last week end, the Pulitzer Prize winner, "Craig's
Wife."
Wanda Chynoweth as Mrs.
Craig portrayed a selfish, cold
calculating woman who wanted
nothing in life but the security of
a house. She married for the money
and security; a husband had no
part in her unfeeling plans. She
proceeded to eliminate her easygoing, romantic husband, played
by Jim Schindler, from every conceivable facet of her life, reducing
him to an automaton.
From the moment the curtain
rose till the last curtain, Miss
Chynoweth had the audience in
the palm of her hand. The hatred
for her and her actions could be
felt throughout the theater. A
better example of audience reaction
has not been seen in the University
Theatre for several years. The
hard, cold lines of her face and
her every action made Miss Chynoweth that bitter, insecure woman
to the audience.
Jim Schindler's portrayal of
Walter Craig was equally well
received, although his movements
were halting and left room for
improvement. Schindler's performance was at its best in the second
act as tension hit its peak—the

theater was silent with the tension
until, at Walter Craig, he defied
his wife. At the peak the audience
broke into a series of cheers. A
nice compliment for good acting.
Zest was added to the production by two very well interrupted
character parts, that of Miss Austin, played by Virginia Johnson,
and Mrs. Harold, played by Nancy
Holloway. As the observant, old
Aunt of Walter Craig, Miss Johnson's voice and walk were of an
older woman and showed her usual
excellence in character parts. Miss
Holloway did a commendable job
in a new type role for her, that of
an old maid-servant
Kay Ballmer, a newcomer to the
University Theatre, played the
niece of Mrs. Craig. Miss Ballmer
looked the part, but her voice and
actions were forced and she did
not seem at ease on the stage.
Owen Elder as Billy Birkmire,
Craig's friend, and Libby Roof as
a neighbor, were good in their
short, but vital roles.
A mention should be made of
the make-up crew and a vote of
thanks given for a very well done
job. Combining make-up, costumes,
setting and sensitive acting to
make this one of the most captivating dramas seen on the University stage was the responsibility
of Dr. F. Lee Miesle, director, who
deserves to be praised.
What greater compliment could
have been given the entire company than the complete silence of
a tense, but satisfied audience as
the final curtain fell.

THANKSGIVING CAME EARLY In the campus, as the holiday dinners al
lb* residence halls wan served last Thursday evenlna. lust a lew ol the many
women at Founders Quadrangle who enloyed their dinner by candle Uqht were
Mary Hill. ten. and her dlnlna companions. lady SUvert Nancy Wilson, and ratals
list from toft to rlahi.

Teacher
Placement

|

From Gay Paree, Our Wanderer

Tuesday. Dec. 2, M
Cleveland Board of Education,
Miss Lillian Wennerstrom, interested in all fields.
Wednesday. D.c. 3. 10 3:30
Mentor Public Schools, W. W.
Zinser, interested in elementary
and library science.
Those interested are to make an
appointment in the Teacher Placement Office, 209 Administration
Bide

Moves To Wein-A Stopping Place
Editor's Noto Thli Is Uw sixth In a
■•risi of articles being written lor the
NEWS by Patterson, who with Dick
Glrardl studied at Ih. UnlYer.tly of
Vienna last semester. Both are seniors
at the University now. Participating In
a program sponsored by the Institute
of European Studies, they left the
United Stales In February and returned
In September, after both touring and
studying In Europe.
By PAT PATTERSON

Guthrie To Attend
Business Ed. Meet
Dr. Mearl R. Guthrie, associate
professor and chairman of the
business education department at
the University, will attend the
Southern Business Education Association meeting in Columbia,
S.C., Thursday through Saturday.
Thursday morning, he will lead
a "brain-storming" session at the
annual 10,000 Club breukfast of
the United Business Education Association, a department of the
National Education Association.
The following day, he will moderate a panel discussion entitled
"Business Education Keeps Step
with tho New Horizons in Our
World."

New York, the Atlantic,
England, the channel, the
Continent .. . with every few
days the distance widening;
with not a day done that the
realization of how little one
deserved the opportunities, how
great the sacrifices of those who
had made it possible, did not come
—and always, always the fear that
suddenly the whole thinK would
shatter.
On Monday, as the last piece of
luggage was loaded, it shLttered.
The desk clerk ran out of the hotel; a phone call for Charlie the
Mature, long distance ... his
father had died a day ago; they
hadn't been able to reach him.
We were relieved. Relieved it
wasn't ours. Relieved it had come,
likely wouldn't again. Then, aston-

lUPOnCampufi

with
MaxShukm

C^ajTy'
'-ti.^T (By 0u
the Author of "Rally Round the Flag,
•
Boyel "and,
^*"ts»r
"Barefoot Roy
Boy with Chi
Cheek.'")

THE GIFT HORSE
I know how busy you are—studying, going to class, catching
night crawlers hut let me interrupt your multifarious nrtivition-studying, going to class, helping old grnds find their
dentures after Homecoming to remind you that busy as you
are -studying, going to class, searching for meat in the dormitory stew—time and tide wait for no man, anil the Ytilctidc " ill
Boon be Upon us. Busy or not, we must turn our thoughts in
Christmas shopping. l,ot us, therefore, pause for a moment in
our luisy schedules studying, going to class, rolling drunks to examine a IIUIIIIHT of interesting gift suggestions.
We will start with the hardest gift problem of all: What do
you |>ivc to tin- IXTMIII who I nil-, every thing? Well sir, there follows a list of a half dostn gifts which I will flatly guarantee the
psnaa who DM everything docs not have:

1. A dentist's chair.
2. A low hurdle.

H. A Safest map of Perth.
4. Fifty |s>unds of chicken fat.
5. A carton of filter-tip Marllsiros,
0. A carton of non-filter Philip Morris.
"Whit?" you exclaim, your young eyebrows rising in wild
incredulity. "The person who has everything docs not have
cartons of filter Marllsiros and non-filter Philip Morris?" you
shriek, your young lips curling mockingly. "What arrant nonsense t" you rasp, making a coarse gesture.
And I reply with an emphatic mi.' The person who has everything does not have filter Marllsiros and non-filter Philip Morris
—not for long anyhow - bewuss if he has MarUmros and Philip
Morris and if he is a person who likes a mild, mellow, fresh,
flavorful cigarette—and who does not? eh? who does not?—
why, then ho doesn't hair Marlboroa and Philip Morris; he
srnokca them. He might possibly have a large collection of
Murllxmi and Philip Morris hull*, but irAofr Marlboro* and
Philip Morris" No, An emphatic no.'
Now we take up another thorny gift problem; What do you
buy your girl if you are broke'' Quite a challenge, you will agree,
but there is an answer an ingenious, exciting answer! Surprise
your girl with u lieautiful bronze head of herself I

iahed-ashamed-sad that we could
think so selfishly.
We Lett Paree . . .
Soon after, we left (ray Paree,
and everything, for somo reason,
began to come in a torrent: the
Gothic catherdral at Reims; a night
in a dingy relic of a hotel in Strasbourg, a morning attending a
Council of Europe meeting on unification; then across the border
and into Germany, up miles of
steep swerving pavement through
the thick, tall trees of the Black
Forest, an engine rest and a snowball bombardment on Vie Geht*
and Company; then down to
the
town
of Tubingen
for
a look-see at its university,
and an examination i.nd careful measuring of Bismark's and
various other slashed scars proudly displayed by its fraternity men;
and finally off to the border and
Austria.
In thij time we saw little but
countryside. It was mostly packing, unpacking, getting on the bus,
off tho bus. Sitting cramped hours
in fourth-time-worn clothes, watching the buB roll by clusters of
solid, steep-roofed German homes
with theii carved wooden gables,
and
efficient-looking factories
bustling with activity, and castles
perched high on hill tops—remembrances of days passed.
Or we played bridge, chess, or
talked or sang or read und slept.
We were waving to farmers, wondering later whether he'd been a
Naii and how many Americans
had he killed, then thinking what
difference did it make now; remembering Mom, Dad, the dog,
Huwlin.r Green, and wondering if
the Sigs had goLten back on campus yet; and then turning to the
future-—Vienna.
Long Ride On Bus
It was an eight-hour drive from
the border to Vienna, or Wien, as
the Austrians called it. Dr. Sick
inger filled some of the time telling us of the political system.
The country, he said, had two
major parties: the Socialists and
the Conservatives; the Communists
being the small minority. Each
party had a day in which they
paraded through the streets to
the sounds of blaring burns anil
thumping drums, and curried banners and placards; these were held
usually just before elections.
The Communists were supposed
to employ an interesting device on
their day. They would select a
nurrow, short street, with unother running parallel, rims, they
would rccuit marchers with pay of
five dollars and have them .strut
to the end of the street, then run
back the parcllel one, pick up
another flag and march again.
Elscllons Show Equality
Pertaining to elections. Dr. Sickinger said that the genet al temperment of the people in regards
to government was that of maintaining a stable system of checks
and balances which would insure
a steady, if slow, progtess. This
was accomplished by electing near
equal amounts of representatives
from each party to the parliament,
and then having a Conservative
head of parliment and a Socialist
president, or vice-versa.
Arrival In Wlen
Wo arrived in Wien ubout dinner time, and went directly to
IES henquarters. It .'as in the
heart of the business district and
occupied a complete floor in two
separate buildings.
The fall group of students were
busy at dinner when we intruded.
We stood in the hallway, baggage
in hand, smiling. They sat in the
dining room, staring.
The girls were dressed in drab
burlap-looking clothes with black

stockings, and their eyes painted,
lined in purple, their hair just
hanging. The boys wore baggy,
beltless trousers, turtle neck sweaters or shirts with the top two buttons unbuttoned so the scarfs tied
around their necks could puff out,
and the growth on their heads
extended over the back of the
scarfs. Occasionally, they turned
to en.ii other and sniggered and
grumbled German.
Living Quartan Awlgried
Vie Gehts quickly hurried us
past the pestilence and into an
adjoining room where our living
quarters were to be assigned. Dick
and I were given Major and Prau
Popschill at ein und fierzig Leichtensteinstraphe. From the happenings of the next four months, I
doubt if we'll ever forget that
name nor number.
Composed Of 20 Districts

Wien is a city composed of some
twenty districts. The first is the
main business district and old
Wien. It is separated from the
other districts by a wide, horseshoe-shaped street known as the
King; in olden days it was a wall
which protected the city from invaders. The open end of the horseshoe is shut by the Danube River.
Therefore, as long as you know
your position in relation to the
Ring, you cannot get lost
This u what Vie Gehls told us
while driving us to our new home.
After the first few blocks, I'd lost
the Ring in a swirl of streets and
side
streets, lights, buildings,
palaces, statues, monuments, and
fountains; the city seemed planned
by mad men.
Vie Gthts eventuallv stopped
ulongside a block-long, dirty-gray
building which gave every evidence
of being promoted from a warehouse. He said that this was home.
And home was district nine, which
was only ten minutes by trolley or
a half-hour's walk to the heart of
town.
Open Door Revealed . . .
He then led us through a large
ironed door, which looked like the
kind seen at the end of drawbridges, und up three flights of
steps; there was an elevator but
it cost money. He knocked at the
door. There came a scuffling of
feet, a key turned in a lock, another key turned in a lock, then
the night lock and, simple as that,
the door opened.
A small, heavy-cheek-boned
man with a sharp nose and protruding chin stood with hands on
hips in the door way. Behind him,
the Frau, smiling and wide-eyed,
with her hands clasped together
and shaking in anticipation. Behind
her, the lust member of the trinity,
the mute.- of the Frau. She stood
nebbish-like in expressionless nonexistence. Her eyes were heavy
lidded, accentuated by a slit mouth
and a fading chin.
Shown To Our Room
Greetings were exchanged. We
were led down a long dimly-lighted
hallway. At the end was our room.
It was large and many windowed,
and contained two closets, two
umbrella-upside-down beds, a long
table, stove pipe heater in the
corner, and a small circle rug on
tho floor.
"As we unpucked, Vie Gehts explained that we wouldn't be allowed
to go out because the two students
who had lived here previously had
gone to Egypt and had taken the
keys with them; but they should
be back tomorrow. Then he translated their happiness at having
us, and left.
We went to bed early, anticipating our first full day in Wien.
And what a day it would be!

World Views...
^ ,6<%/ml'#..
t
Oh, I know you're not a sculptor, but that doesn't matter. All
you have to do is endear yourself to your girl's roommate, so
she will lie willing to do you a favor. Then some night when
your girl is fast asleep, have the roommate butter your girl's
face—quietly, MI as not Ui wake her—and then quietly pour
plaster of Paris on top of the butter and then quietly wait till it
hardens and quietly lift it off—the butter will keep it from
sticking—and then bring you the mold, and you will pour I ironic
in it and make a beautiful bust to surprise your girl with I
Remember, it is important—very important—to endear yourself to the roommate, because if anything should go wrong,
you don't want to be without a girl for the holiday season.

Your lift problem I* no problem If you will yip* Marlboro*
to your filter emokiny Mend* and Philip Morrl* to your nonfitter emokiny friend*. Both come in toft pack or tip-top
box; both are made by the eponeor of thi* column.

BERLIN—The United Slates officially warned Russia yesterday
that the Western powers are in Berlin to stay. In a note to the Soviet
Embassy in Berlin, America also said the Soviet Union will be held
responsible for the activities of its East German puppets. The note
stressed the right of the Western powers to free movement to and from
the Communist-encircled city.
MOSCOW—There is still no word in Moscow that the Kremlin is
ready to deliver its expected note on the four-power status of Berlin.
Observers point out that it could come at any time. West German Ambassador Hans Kroll flew home yeserday for talks on the Berlin crisis.
GENEVA—The West ran into another Russian stonewall yesterday when it attempted to get the talks on Geneva Surprise Attacks
rolling. Western delegates submitted a technical study of the way to
spot attacking long-range bombers. The only response it drew from
the Communists was a denunciation of American H-Bomber flights.
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA—The last campaign barrages were fired
in Alaska yesterday in preparation for today's first election in the
new state. About 30,000 voters are expected to go to the polls to select
two U.S. senators and a representative. They also will elect a governor and a state legislature.
BOSTON—A newsman who defied the State Department and went
behind the Bamboo Curtain says America's travel policy is all wrong.
William Worthy said in Boston that restrictions on travel in Red China
are keeping the U.S. from knowing what is necessary about the Communist country. He said the policy was implemented in ignorance.
RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA—The Navy again had to call off
Yesterday its high altitude balloon test to study the planet. Mars. The
balloon launching has been postponed almost daily since November
9. Bad weather has caused the two-week delay in getting the balloon
up.
OSBeJeM frees Ike wires of Ike Dulled Press International

Letter To Editor
To the Editor:
Are we, as students of Bowling Green State University, given
adequate protection? The girls
are required to be in their dormitories by a certain hour, which
is a protective measure, but what
about when we're outdoors?
The campus itself is adequately
lighted, but what about some of
the parking areas? For example,
parking area No. 2, or mere specifically, the area behind Overman Hall, is completely dark at
nights. It seems that this is the
area where the girls park their
cars,
while the fellcws use
parking area No. 1, near Redgers.
This area is well lighted.
Upon numerous occasions. I have
walked from Overman Hall to
Prout with a couple of RIIIS and
we all have been rather scared.
Although no one has been actuallyattacked, I feel some sort of lighting system should be installed before something does occur.
Sure, nothing his happened yet,
but remember there's a first time
for everything. Just drive by this
parking area some evening about
8:30 or 9, and I'm euro you too
will realize the need for a lighting system there.
Pat McClenathan

Official
Announcements
Pr#-r*>glitraHon (or freshmen, lopho
mom, and (union In the College of
Builnsn Administration (or the sprlnq
MniMtir will ...art Dec. 8 and end Jan.
II.
Appointments for conlsrenre* with advisors may bo mad* tho week of December 1 by signing advisers' appointmont sheet* in thslr department offices:
Accounting—316 Adm.
Business Adm—302 Adm.
Economics—316 Adm
Journal Urn—315 Adm
Secretarial—Bulletin Board opposite
304 PA
Seniors In the College of Business
Administration may make appointments
now In the college office for pro-registration lor the spring semester. Senior
pre-registration will begin Doc. 1.
Registration procedures (or Liberal
Arts students. Each student should
take his personal scholastic record
blanks to his advisor. Seniors will register from Dec. 1 to Jan. 16 and freshmen, sophomores, and lunlors will register Dec. 8 to Ian. 16.
All January graduates iu Education
please complete and return your credentials to the Teacher Placement Ol
Ice. Interviews are starting and your
credentials are a necessary part of
the Interview.

Academic Meetings
Were Held Today
Academic orientation meetings
for freshmen and new students
were held today by the Colleges
of Education. Liberal Arts, and
Business Administration.
At each meeting, the procedures
of pre-registering for next semester wore outlined. These procedures
vary with each college. Group requirements and major and minor
requirements were also explained.
The deans of each college, in
their addresses, attempted to evaluate for the students the meaning of mid-term estimates and
.suggested ways for the students
to accomplish their scholastic objectives in the remaining eight
weeks of the semester.

To the Editor:
For those not aware of the fact,
there is u service fraternity on
campus named Alpha Phi Omega.
This service club has as its purpose the overtaking of such jobs
as checking coats for social functions on campus.
It seems that during this year
this cluh has not had the opportunity to perform this service, as it
would like to, because, as one
"hig.her-up" on campus put it
once, "We don't want to go to
the bother of having conts checked at social functions lecnuso it
holds things up too much and is
time-consuming."
Such an
incident occurred
prior
ti.
the
(', I e t: n
Miller Concert The Alphn Phi Omega's grnc!ously offered their services to check coats for this i-v
ent. They were halted h-toie they
had u chance to begin, and thus,
the students and public were left
to the lusl; of "checking their own
coats" at the .second floor mat
room. There was a great number
of people at the Ballroom that
evening, and, of course, a mix-up
resulted.
This letter is being written by
an irate -student who had his coat
"taken by mistake" from the coat
room. Doesn't it stand to reason
that had this capable liaternity
boon givon the oportunity to perform its free service of chocking
conts, thi.-. incident would not have
occurred? Wouldn't it be better
to let this fraternity fulfill its
pin pose, thus preventing the loss
of property? It may consume a
particle of time, but wouldn't it
be worth it?
Lane Andorson
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The Republican Press
would like to join with
the students of Bowling
Green State University
in observance of A merica's only native holiday
THANKSGIVING DAY
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Falcon Cagers Host Hillsdalc As Season Opens
The 1958-59 Bowling Green basketball team will be unveiled Tuesday, Dec. 2, when the Falcons play host to the
visiting Hillsdale Dales in the first game of the season for
both trams.
Hillsdale was also on the BG schedule last season but,
because of a football "bowl" game which took several of the

Splashers Down Protest Delays
Western Ontario IM Grid Playoff
Splsshers, the women's speed
swimming team, defeated Western
Ontario, 46-40, Saturday, in a
close meet. This was the lirst time
BG has beaten the Canadian swimmers since the dual meets began.

Date noopsters, had a poor show-

in*.
Only one man graduated from
last yearV Hillsdale squad. Everyone on the team is returning: except Ker. Sippel, last year's captain.
Leading the Dale delegation will
be Jim Reynolds. The 6-:* center
or forward led the visitors' attack
last seat-on, averaging 1!> points
per game. Reynolds was also a
star end on the Dale foot hull team
and is expected to be one of the
key men on the hardwood this reason.
A puir of senior co-captains will
■ISO share the action of the forward slot. Tom A gar, fi-3, and
Wayne Schurr, 6-1, both saw firstline duty for the Dales last season.
Two untried freshmen will share
the duties* at the center post. Ferman ltudgley, G-fiVs, and Bob Ahl-heit, 0-0, will both be stalling their
college careers against the Falcons. lUuigley will probably get
the nod. The lanky fro-.li captained th** Kast Lansing Hi-1, School
team to the Michigan State Championship last yenr.
Filling the guard positions for
the Dale- will be 5-11 Junior Bob
Sippel HM' 0-1 junior Don BohunDon. Bol.annon put in an uppearanec on the Falcon har.iwood last
ye.ir, storing three points, while
Sippel will be appearing with the
Dales for the first time. Last yeur
Sippel, a brother of last ■—SOtt'l
llillsdile captain and a transfer
student, captained the Port Huron
Junior College squad.
Hounding out the possible starters
for
the
John
Williams
eoaehod Dales is Jeny Airur. The
0-.'* sophomore forward is a brother of Tom, one of the senior cocaptain.;.
The Falcons will probably start
Kon Parsoni at center, Chuck McCampbell and Hex Leach at forward, and the "two Jims", Jim
Da r row and Jim McDonald, at
guard.
Also sure to see action is number six man, Frank Wade. Wade
will alternate at guard with McDonald ur.d Darrow and might even be used at forward as a replacement for Leach. If Wade replaces
Leach, Dick Ku/.ma. who has improved this season, will give the
"two Jims" a break.
Sophomore center Jim Houtson,
0-G, wil be on hand to relieve Parsons at the center slot a. will 0-8
George Burmeister.
Preliminary action will find the
Falcon yearlings playing host to
the University of Detroit frosh.
This will also be the fitst game
for the ficshman team coached by
Warren Scholler, former cage
mentor nt Hamilton High School.

Cagers To Play
Charity Game
The third annual Hall of Fame
gumc between the University's
varsity and freshman basketball
teams is scheduled to begin at
S o'clock tonight in the Men's
Gymnasium.
This game will give the Falcon
followers a chance to take a look
at their teams before the regular
season opens Tuesday, Dec. 2.
More important, however, it will
help the athletic department to
reach its $1,000 contribution pledge
to the National Basketball Coaches
Hall of Fame to be erected in
Springfield, Mass. Springfield is
the home of Springfield College,
where James Naismith originated
the game in 1891.
A preliminary game between the
varsity and freshman reserves
will begin at 7:15. Tickets will be
on sale at the Athletic Ticket Office during the regular hours today
and will be sold at the door tonight. Students will be admitted
for 25 cents, and adull tickets
will .sell for 50 cents.
In the two previous games for
this cause, a total of $300 was received. Another $700 will make the
University an institutional member
of the Hall of Fame and make it
eligible to have its name inscribed
inside the building.

I Women's Intramurals
Three bowling leagues now comprise the women's intramural
association representing dormitories and sororities. The third started
recently.
League one is comprised of six
teams which bowl Tuesday and
Thursday alternately. League two
has four teams bowling Wednesday. League three consists of ten
teams bowling Friday. Each team
has five regular bowlers and substitutes which bowl two games once
a week.

Leach's Return
To Aid Falcons

Bev Eynon from Western was
the outstanding swimmer of the
day, plnring first in the 50-yard
backstroke, the 50-yard brea.st
stroke, and the 7f)-yard medley.
She also placed second in the 200yard freestyle, which was not
counted because of the threeevent maximum participation rule.
BG's Edwins. Kink was close behind Miss F.ynon in individual
scoring as she placed first in the
200-yaid freestyle and ill the 100yard freestyle, and thiid in the
75-yard medley.

The Bowling Qteen Falcons
were recently rated as the thirteenth best basketball team in the
country and a good bet to unseat
Miami as the Mid American Conference champion.
This statement by the Dell Be*
kctball magazine can be traced to
two fat-tors: a returning squad of
vetera.is plus some outstanding
nsweomers, and the return of Hex
l.each, u ti-4 forward who starred
as a sophomore but had to sit out
last season with a case of hepatitis.
Leach graduated from Vienna
.high rchool in I955( with four
fabulous years of basketball behind him, and immediately became
one of the most sought after players in the country. He finally
decided on Bowling Green for numerous reasons, among them

Both tetams also provided a
short exhibition of synchronized
swimming and participated in •
practice 200-yard freestyle relay
which was won by BO,

The playoff game between the
independent league champ! and
the fraternity champions was postponed last Wednesday because of
a protest between the two independent league champiens.
ShaUol Hall filed protest against
the Castoffs, an off-iiim,)U,s group,
because of the type .-hoes they
were using. Shat/el Hall claimed
that the gym shoes the t :.stoffs
used had small rabbet deal • which
gavo llum a de.inite advantage.
Last Thursday evening the intramural council net to hear the
protest. The council is tomposed
of nil doim representatives and the
players which are involved. Also,
all the referees and tho officials
were asked to attend the meeting.
The intramural council heard
the protest and voted, the final
result being in favor of the original winners, the Cutoffs.
The campus championship should
have been decided by the time of
this reading.

How IT n»n»
DICK KUZMA. loll and Dick Abele watch as Ilm Schaefer QOOI In (or a layup
In .arly season cogi practice. The Falcons optn against Hillsdale. Tuesday. Doc.
J.

Coach Sees Good Year
Despite One Letterman

HEX LEACH
Coach Ilitrold Anderson and the
fuct that lHI U noted fo;- its good
61 kethsll.
During his high school career,
Rex won almost every possible
honor; being chosen All-State for
two years, and All-League and AllCounty for three years. During
his senior year, he led the Flyers
to 20 struight wins before they
were beaten by Locklin Wayne in
the semi-finals of the state tournament. Hex also averaged 12 points
per game that season, to run his
four year total to nenily 2,400
points, and set a single game
•coring mark on the Kent State
floor with 52 points.
Rex'.; ability was evident from
the moment he stepped on the
court at ItG, as he wa.s the top
scorer on the freshman team, with
a 15.0 average, and was u vital factor in the frosh's unbeaten season.
As a sophomore. Rex led the
Falcons in scoring, with a 14.7
average, and in rebounds, with
299. Although not a big man by
modern basketball standards, Rex
has the knack of getting the inside position on bigger men, and
is thus able to get his share of rebounds and tap-ins. The Mid American Conference coaches placed
him on their second all-MAC team,
and the International News Service placed him on their All-MAC
first team and All-Ohio second
team.
In October of last year, Rex
.•offered a hepatitis attack, and
was sent home to recuperate. Many
people feel that had he been able
to play last year the Falcons could
have taken the MAC title from
Miami.
In September, Rex married the
former Carol Hall, also a student
at Bowling Green. He is planning
a coaching career after graduation.

Wrestling coach Bruce Bellard,
with three straight winning seasons under his belt, looks forwsrd
to another gocxl year, although
only one letterman returns from
a team that posted an 8-3 mark a
year ago.
Paul Berens, senior lightweight,
is the lone returnee, although last
year's leading point-getter, Bob
Duke, will probably join the team
the second semester.
Three heavyweights, Jim Derr,
Karl Koepfcr, and Paul MacDonald
graduated, leaving a gap at the top
end of the scale. Lightweight Ed
Brodbcck also graduated, but his
brother John will report second
semester.
Prncticc began last week with
26 hopefuls, mostly sophomores,
reporting. Thus, with the youngest,
most inexperienced team in five
years, and with the always tough
MAC currently at its toughest,
Bellard fuccs n rebuilding job.
In the 123 lb. class, sophomore
Jim Stagg looks like a top contender, while sophomores George
Letzner and Anthony Amata look
good in the 130 and 137 pound
group.
Junior Jim Hoppel, foimer state
high school champion, heads the
147 pounders, while Berens, sophomore Paul Marko, and junior Al
Vogenthaler vie in the 167 pound
class.
John Ruper, sophomore halfback
on the football squad, and Joe
Kinkopf, letterwinner two years
ago, head the 167-lb. classification.
As yet, no one .has reported for the
177 lb. class
Heavyweight replacements are
Al Kebl, a sophomore tackle for
the footballers, and veteran senior

Kny Rieder.
1-ettermnn Jim Cornelia has not
come out yet, but is expected later.
Bob Morrill, another letterman, injured his leg during the football
wars and will not wrestle this
year.

The schedule:
Doc.
Ion.
Ion.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.

10
10
IS
17
21
24

Fob.
Fob.
Fob.
Fob.
Fob.
Mar.

«
13
17
21
28
«.7

EASTERN MICHIGAN
a' Konyon
at Ball Stalo
at Miami
at Wostorn Michigan
UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA
a! Ohio U.
WESTERN ONTARIO
WAYNE STATE
at Toledo
KENT STATE
Mid American Championships
at Miami

CONVERTIBLE
TOPS
Auto Tops
Replaced and Repaired
Also

Furniture Upholstery
Hoffsis Top and
Upholstering
U.S. 25 at Kramer Road
Phone 30104

Would you call this fair play ?

For

The
Finest

In
Now that you're olderGo play in the Street.

Italian and American Foods

But while you're out brine;
your Dry Cleaning and
Laundry here.
We hate Arguments, to
bring 'em here, hear?

segalls
Across from Music Bnlldinj

dine leisurely at...

-r- PETTI'S

T»

Referee gives "Visitors" a boost—"Home" team
has to score on its own. What kind of a game
would that be?
Ridiculous—yet you and most people face
that same kind of unfairness all the time with
some of your taxes. These are the taxes you pay
in your electric bills.
About 23 cents out of every dollar you pay
for electricity goes for taxes. But a strange
twist in federal law exempts several million
families and businesses from paying all the
taxes in their electric bills that you pay in
yours. These are people whose electricity comes
from federal government electric systems. You
have to help make up the taxes these people
don't pay.
Most American feel that everyone should
pay his fair share of taxes. Don't you agree?

Alpine Village Restaurant
Phone 30512

24-HR. Photo Finishing

EAuH YlvAR. lHt. FALCON qrldden designate three o| their mtmbiri to
receive awards. From Ie|i. Harold Furcion, Bob Zlmpfer, and Ray Reese display
the trophies they received for moil valuable playor, moil valuable lineman, and
honorary captain, respectively. Coach Doyt Perry ells In th* foreground.

117 North Main St
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Dartmouth Jr.
Begins Ski Fad
This winter, college students in
the greatest numbers ever will
hurry from Friday claries to the
nation'i" ski hills. For their outdoor fun they'll owe a vote of
thanks to u I)urtmouth rrad who
loved winter and disliked poker.
Hack in 1909, Fred Harris, then
a 10-year-old Dartmouth junior,
grew tired of listening to his pok-

er-playlng buddies pipe about
winter. IU wrote the student newspaper suggesting h -1*'4' ana" snowshoe club. Sixty student ■ responded, and the Dartmouth Outing
Club, first in the nation, was underway. Harris was elected president, possibly because ne owned
the only pair of skis on campus.
In the years since, reports an
article in the December issue of
Reader's Digest, DOC numbers
have been responsible for a host
of outdoor firsts. They constructed the nation's first rope tow for
skiers; they invented the first
ski lacquer; they engineered some
of our outstanding ski resorts;
and, almost a half-century ago.
they held the nation's first collegiate ski meet. Today Dartmouth's Winter Carnival attracts
some 5000 visitors annually.
Although DO(' men concentrate
on having fun, their skill is sometimes put. to more dramatic use.
One group of students led a 26hour search for a five-year-old
girl who was lost in a dense New
Hampshire forest. They found her.
Another time, Dartmouth (limbers
treaded up the side of a 1,220foot-high volcano to rescue a marooned parachutist.
Today's Dartmouth Outing Club
is broken down into several special units. F.xpcrts tench students
such outdoor skills as how to survive in the woods, how to fight
forest files, how to hunt, trap,
and fish. Club members make their
own packboards and snowshoes.
Other units concentrate on hunting, sailing, and even mountainclimbing.
The Dartmouth Outing Club has
brought fume to its college, skill
and pleasure to its members. Hut
former Dartmouth president KrIteat M. Hopkins may have put
his finger on its grealest accomplishment when he said, "The Outing ('lub has turned Dartmouth's
greatest liability winter -into its
greatest asset."

Subscribe Now
al Hall Price*
You con read this world-famous
doily newspaper for the next ilx
months for $4.50, |u»t half the
regular subscription rote.
Get top news coverage. En|oy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
The Christian Science Monitor
MS!
One Norway St.. Boston t5, Moss.
Send your newspaper tor the time
chocked.
O 6 months H.50 □ I year $9
O College Student Q Foculty Member
Nome
Address
City
Zone
State
•This spicltl Oder MlWf ONLY te courts
Mirtmu, iKulty mmem. end collier IWreHn.

Photo by Lawion
BIDDING GOOD BYE lo fraihman Nancy Crocker and Baity Lou Errd.cs
or* Gamma Phi Beta's Nancy Boia and Carol Cralg. Friday night, each sorority
held four opon houses with a r«pro»entaUv» Iron every group prosen*. These
informal parties were planned by Panhellenlc Council to give fnslhmon women
a better Insight on sorority life.

News From Greek World
KAPPA DELTA

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Kappa Delta was hostess to
(iamma Phi Beta for a surprise
breakfast at the KD house, Saturday, Nov. 22.

Alpha Chi Omeffa wan hostess
for an exchange brunch with Tau
Kappa Kpsilon Nov. 22. An exchange party with Delta Upsilon
IH planned for Dec. 5.

DELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gammas and Alpha
Tau Omega held a swim party Nov.
21. The annual DG Formal, complete with band will be held Dec.
6 in the DG House.
ZETA BETA TAU
Recently initiated into Zctu Beta
Tau was Albert Feuchtwanger.

DELTA ZETA

Phi Mu and Sigma Chi are
holding an exchange dinner tonight. A Sleigh Party is planned
for Dec. 6 with the Alpha Tau
Omegas.
Lust Thursday evening, the Phi
Mus invited their favorite professors to the house for dinner.
THETA CHI
A date party was held Nov. 15
at the Theta Chi house. The theme
of the party was "Monte Carlo."
Roulette,
"chuck - o - luck,"
and
blackjack wore the games that were
"gambled"
on.
Dancing
and
"cocktails" were also part of the

program.
An evening buffet and a formal dance made up the 1958 Fall
Formal of Theta Chi, Nov. 21. The
dance, held in tho Dogwood Suite
of the University Union, featured
the music of Jim Fluke's Rusboys
and the presentation of trophies to
the following men: best dresser,
Bob Wolfe; most congenial, Morse
Sanderson; most humorous, Jack
Hichert;
best
all-around
good
sport,
Frank
Cunzolo;
biggest
(later, Nick DelCalzo; biggest playboy, Bruce Bertsch; biggest mover,
Jay Sanford; most unlikely to
succeed, Gerald DcGonnaro; biggest puppet, Bill Kopper; biggest
cutter, Bob Rask; and "Nightmare
Girl," Mrs. Russ Stutzman.

ACE Holds Party
For Local Children
Tho gymnasium of tho Elemcntury III riff, became a throe ring
circus Thursday when tho Association of Childhood Education hold
the annual Thanksgiving party for
local school children.
Complete with live ring master
and clown, the decorations included animal pictures and u crepe paper "biff top" effect.
The children were divided into
three grcups according to affe,
each group ffoitiff to the three
rings i"or story-tellinff, games, and
sinffinff.
After the activities, hot chocolate and doughnuts were served
and small paper clowns holdinff
candy favors, made by ACE members wore ffiven to the children.

Uniuersity Dairy
Bar
presents
An ice cream treat
for you whatever
your taste may be...
•
•
•
•
531 Ridge Street

DELTA UPSILON
Jim Villwock was elected corresponding secretary of Delta Upailon
recently.
DU
held its annual
Founder's Day
Dinner at the
White House Inn, Nov. 10, and its
French Tarty Nov. 22.

PHI MU

Sodas
Sundaes
Ice Cream Cones
Malts
Phone 5386

William A. Wallace is organizing a series of Hawaiian "Luau
Parties" on campus as p.ti t of a
nation-wide college program, endorsed by Governor William V.
Quinn of Hawaii, designed to urge
support by college students for
statehood for Hawaii.
T.'ie so(ial chairman of to party voted best of all thns« given
throughout the nation at colleges
and universities will be awarded
a one-week all-expense p-*id trio
to the Hawaiian Islands \ia United Air Lines. The winner will stay
at the famous and beautiful Hawaiian Village Hotel. In addition,
prizes will be awarded for the best
costume at each party and the
best party on each campus.
The parties can rarpc from
authentic "Luau Parties" with
grass skirts, sarongs, poi, fiesta
hats, etc. to regular campus socials with only orchid lots for the
guests. Wallace is now contacting
social chairman on campus for
Aloha Night and will be able to
■Stist with all preparations and
orders for party materials. Any
campus group planning to hold a
party before Jan. 1 Is eligible to
enter 'he festivities and competition. •

Delta Zeta entertained
Mrs.
Spear, a beauty coiiHultant, and one
of its national officers, Mrs. Agler,
recently. Nov. 20, Alpha Xi Delta
was the guest of DZ for a Cozy
Hour.
ALPHA DELTA PI
Alpha Delta Pi hold their traditional caudelight Thanksgiving
dinner Nov. 20; guests included
Dr. Alma I'ayne, alum advisor
and associate profesor of English,
Mrs. Payne, her mother, and Miss
Carol Lens* assistant to the Dean
of Women.
A South Son Island after hours
party, complete with mu mus, was
held Nov. 21 for the actives and
pledges.
Sunday
afternoon
the
ADPi'l wen- hostess to Kappa Sigma for a bridge party, and honored
their new Province President, Mrs.
Fredrick Meyers of Toledo, at a
banquet.
PHI KAPPA TAU
Pin Kappa Tau was host to
freshmen and upperelass rushocs
at an open house Sunday from 2
to 6 p.m.

Pins To Pans
Pinned
Mary Ann Heft, Harmon Hall,
to Jack Ditchey, Kappa Sigma;
Judy Klot/, Chi Omega, Carnoige
Tech., to John Wichman, Kappa

Si*
Kli/.abt th Sabo, Wayne, to Kmanuel Chrysoloras, Kappa Big alum;
Nancy Arnold, Kappa Delta, to
George Klein. Kappa Sip-; Julia
Southard, Kl>, to Gene llainen,
Phi Kappa Tau; Sue Miller, KD
alum to l,en Hoffman, Alpha Chi
Sigma alum. Univ. of Iowa; Inge
Decker, Alpha Chi Omega, to Vic
Tekanic, Pi Kapp't Alpha, Miami
University; Paula Rood, AChiO, to
Dong Somner, Sigma Alpha Epsl|on.
Ethel Hoffman, Tromlway, to
Asher Mint/,
Zotn
lleta Tau;
Joan Gilbert, Phi Mu, to Bill Park,
Tau Kappa Kpsilon.
Engaged
Marion Berry, Pi out. to Robert
Sherwood, Rodgers: Kuth Gardner,
Genoa, Ohio, to Dick IVCUile, Rodgers; Eileen Aldrich, Prout, to
David Hicks, Rodgers: Pat Lehman, Chi Omega, to Bruce Carlson, Dartmouth alum.
Married
Ann Conrad, Sandusky, to Duke
Bleohele, Kappa Sig; Glenda Simpson, Sandusky, to John McNutt,
Kappa Big alum.

Clubs And Meetings
CAMPUS WIVES ELECT
Tl»' Campus Wives Club elected
officers and saw a demonstration
of flower arranging at its meeting
recently.
Mrs. Arthur Sehenk waa elected
president for a six months term.
Other officers nre: Mrs. Dill Asher, vice-president; Mis. Thomas
l'ickson, recording secretary; .Mrs.
Silas Dobbins and .Mrs. Donald Stover,
corresponding
secretaries;
Mrs. Hobert Morrill, trensurer;
and Mrs. William Robinson, publicity chairman.
PSI CHI DISCUSSES IAZZ
Jazz, including its esthetic values, was the topic of discussion at
the I'si Chi meeting Nov. 20.
Jack Clarke, graduate student in
English, spoke on different styles
of jazz, playing records to illustrate his points.
Later in the meeting the records
and their musical techniques, in
relation to their esthetic values,
were discussed.
Refreshments were served.
Hypnosis and its clinical and
therapeutical uses will be discussed at the Psi Chi meeting 7
p.m. Thursday, Dee. 4 in 1 Psychology Bldg.
Dr. Ceeil Freebume, Psi Chi

Klever's
Jewelry Store
121 North Main Street
FOR B.G.S.U.
JEWELRY
RINGS
GIFTS
and
KEYS
From $1.95 up

advisor, said that a dentist will
ne asked to speuk on the uses of
hypnosis i;i treating patients.
SAM KEY PICTURE
The Society for the Advancement
of Management picture for the
KEY will lie taken at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 4 in the Alumni
Room of the Union. Only members
who have paid their dues will be
eligible for the picture.

ALPHA XI DELTAS and dale, enjoyed Ihe beautiful water, of the BGSU
natatorium Saturday night A Hawaiian Luau w.n. the theme of this exotic
evening. Paitlei of this typo are Doing promoted by Ihe Governor of Hawaii
to urge support tor statehood lor Hawaii.

Keeping House Is Fun,
Apartment Dwellers Say
ly GAIL PEERY

Did you ever have a late class or errand in the Practical
Arts Hldjr. and smell something burning?
Chances are you blamed it on the home economics cooking
class or a careless chain smoker. Had you. however, been
able to borrow Superman's X-ray vision for a moment, you
might have found the tempting aroma coming from quite
another source.
Tucked away snugly in a rear
comer of the ex-music building.
the home management practice
apartment.
Every six weeks during the year
four or five home economics majors move out, nursing their house
maid's knees and dishpan hands,
newly aware of the trials anil tribulations of the job consigned to
the "weaker" sex, whit- a new
crew movei in, looking forward
to what they think will he six
weeks of leisurely feasting on exotic delicncies.
Under the able guidance of Miss
Madge Johnson. Maodate professor of home economics, the irirls
spend their time in tho practice
apartment planning and preparing
three well-balanced mea's a day,
cleaning the correct way (this includes floor scrubbing!
learning
anew the art of washing and Ironing, and how to entertain graciously.
Duties at the apartment HIT divided into tho classes of host, hostess, rook, assistant cook, and maid.
The positions arc rotated every
10 days. The host waxes floors
und keep.> the rear of the npartnient "spic and span," while the
hoateN cares for the entrance.
living and dining
rooms. The
cook's duties include the planning
and preparation of meals, while
the assistant cook arranges the
table and assists the cook. The cook
also entertains four guests of her
choice during the 10-day cooking
period. Finally, the maid i:- a one
girl KP sound, the dish detail being assigned to her.

er is learned under Miss Johnson's
watchful guidance.
Carole Smith, a present resident of the apartment, s.-ys it's
"Like running your own home."
Mis.s Smith's apartment-mates this
period are Sandy Wiseman, Sue
Collins, Karen Below, und Mary
Ann Sockrider.
Residence1 in the apartment is
actually a two-hour credit course
in the department of hone economics. The girls are graded, among
other things, on how well t.hey
manage their home while living
there. A more unusual "class"
would he hard to find at the University.
As yon may imagine, tho girls
have many good times in this courBO| with loads of nmu.-'iig incidents taking place behind the apartment doors. So, the next time
you smell smoke in the vicinity of
the PA Hldg. give :i thought
to the maidSj cooks, and hostesses.
Chances are it isn't their looking
burning at all
hut th"ii again,

maybe i' is.

Did your father teach
you to swim by tying
you in a bag and throwing you in the lake,
about 2 miles out that
is, Hmm? That's really
not the best way—
For Dry Cleaning and
Laundry—The best way
is to bring your garments
to

There is a total of four bedrooms in the apartment; three being for the girls and one for Miss
Johnson. Kach girl enres for her
own room as well as hor laundry.
I'roper use of modern equipment
such as the dishwasher, vacuum
cleaner, washing machine, and dry-

segalls
Across from Music Bnlldinj

OUIU TYPE IS HOST
Quill Type, a chapter of Future
Rusiness lenders of America, was
host to approximately 75 high
school students Thursday evening.
After a short business meeting,
several members of Quill Type
presented a playette, "The Boss
versus The Secretary."
A social hour followed in which
the students were given a tour of
the business education department,
including the typing and machine
rooms.
Students and advisors attending
represented
Clay - Genoa,
Elida,
Perrysburg, and Bowling Green
high schools.

Fanciful Facts
by Robert C. Preble, President

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

Inhuman Harmonies
.^■W-

T

All Long Gone

**<-*

ART GUILD HEARS CREASON
Carol Creason, a senior art
major in the College of Education,
discussed her six-week art scholarship in Guadalajara, Mexico, this
summer, at a meeting of the Art
Guild held Nov. 19.
DELTA NU ALPHA MEETS
C. A. McFarland, sales representative of United Air Lines,
spoke to the members of Delta Nu
Alpha, national professional transportation fraternity, at a meeting
held Nov. 17 in the Wayne Room
of the Union.
He discussed the problems of
scheduling and pricing handled by
United Air Lines in connection
with air transportation. He also
spoke on job possibilities in air
transportation
for
the
college
graduate.
Prior to McFarland's talk, the
group heard a report from Roger
Decker, Jim Van Winkle, and Alan
Mchle, who attended the national
convention of the fraternity in
Minneapolis.

Tnm BrtUrmtn Film "Blnh Are Intrmtlnc"

Proei BrlUanks Ftlei "Lnit Worte"

Calls of birds can rarely be
reproduced in musical notation;
many sing above the piano's
highest note, and few follow
human rules of composition.

Science estimates that, In the
known history of the world,
more than 8,000 species of animals have existed; fewer than
4,000 now survive.

Hunch Was Right

Kept It Quiet?

rna BrlUmka. Fllsutrl* "Arrtcs"

IBFUn "Star, ef Cbrbtopksr Ciesalm*

African natives long knew the
origin of malaria; their name
for the disease means "I have
been bitten by a mosquito."

Some authorities believe Columbus visited Iceland in 1477,
15 years before the voyage of
discovery, and knew positively
of land to the west.

Matinee New Feature
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A McJ LttuM «U-UN1LLH worker cnau with 3 blood donors al in* retreshrann" (able set up by the Rtd Cross (or the 120 persons who qavt blood during
Ihc Blocdmoblle't first visit lo Ihe campus. Cookiea. colfee. milk, and sandwiches
wars (urn'shed Immediately altar the donations.

First Bloodmobile Visit
Announced Successful
The first of two visits by the Rloodnvibilo, last Wednesday,
was a BUCC6U even though the quota of donations was not
reached, according to Dr. Mary Watt, assistant professor of
health and physical education and chairman of the blood
drive.
With 120 people making donations, the drive fell only five
pints hurt of UM 1-^» pint quota
which hiid been SftabUshed.
The ItlomlmobiU' will ii'turn t"
the University May i"., 1959,
Assisting Dr. Watl were the following organizations: Omega I'hi
Alpha, women's service society;
Alpha I'hi Omega, man's service
fraternity; and Tan Kappa EpsiIon.
The
blood:

following

poo| le

gave

Wilbur Abell. Henry Adler. Rodney Alexander, Frank Allen. Mrs.
liagdelena Maker. Robert Itarr,
Karen Below, Wesley Hli/.zard.
Gyen Bowers, Theresa Braun, Ruth
Brascoll,
Brian BridVell, Jean
Brown, John Brownlee, Hetty Ann
Brack, Gene Burton, Marilyn Butler. Pave llrumlu'h, Sherry CarSten, Mary ('. ('alter. John Coash.
Julie Colo, Evron Collins. Susan
Collins. Ross Contos, Carol Craig,
John It. Daniel, Tom A. Davis,
Dianna Dawes, Carolyn DaCillo,
Robert Delhcon( Andrew Dieringer, Judie Downey. I.eo Drilling,
Herb Edwards, Robert Enaman,
William Kiiulk, Willetta r'cindcl.
John Feyedelem, David Qaren,
John Gesi .
Joan Gibbon, Cells Giganti,
Richard Goodwin, Diane Gowdy,
Roger Graham, Robert Crave...
it-ib Greanberg, Gladys Griesmer,
Doris llncsokcr. Rose Hagedorn,
Jerry Hall, Larry Henry. John
Herge, Arthur Haslet, James Holtzhauer, Harry Hoover, .'ark Horton, Loyal Horton, Andrea Hous.holder, Harold Hugh".-. Peggy
Hurst.
Byron Johnson, Willlan Jones,
Don KatX, Robert Kel'e. Paul
Kerns, .lame- Kicffov, Richard
Korn, Beverly Kramer, Marilyn
Kreischer, John l.afler, Don Larson, William Lehman, Carol Lenz,
Lee l.owry, Harriett McCool, Robert McKnitrht, Barbara Maher,
Nancy Mcneely, Ronald Manger,
Martha Meyer, Frank Miles.
Pat Mary Morton. Joan Mumper.
Jacob Muron, James Myers. Don
.s'elson. Larry Oswalt, Rhoda Pace,
Mike Palumbo, Bill Park, Beverly
Perusek. Bruce Pinover, Ray Pittock, Nique Pothier, Ken Prast,
Darrell Raider, Barbara Rodenberser, Carol Raht Richard Salchow, Lairy Shine, Ron Singcl.
Cromer Smith, Don Smith, LaMar Smith, Mel Smith, Roger
Smith, Ralph Stuard, Dave Steinman, Robert Steller, Fred Stephens, Karl Stcuk, Ralph Stuekman,
Robert Swartz, Marlene Tavernier,
Harold Tinnappel, Gail Traver,
Richard Trombley, Robert Tucci,
Bill Wagner, Jane Walter, Russell
Wareham.
Mary Watt, Marian Weardehl,
Don Weber, Cletus Welch, Welch
Edith, Nancy Wheelock, E. Whitwer, Eugene Wilson, Marilyn Winkens, Terry Woodings, Nita Zimmerman.

Home Laundry and
Dry Cleaners
166 West Wooster
Phone 22981

Stanley Kahan. instructor in
speech and advisor to the group.
stresses that these meetings are
very informal.
The University production of
"Craig's Wife" will be evaluated
at today's meeting.
Dr. F. Lee Miesle, director of
the production, will take part in
the discussion and answer any
questions.

Professor's Wife
Will Publish Novel
Mrs. Howard O. BfOgun, wife of
Hr. Rrogan, chairman nf the Knglish department, has signed a contract with Kxposition Press of
New York for publication this winter of her novel, "The Novice of
Quintan.*'
The be ok is based on the hypothesis that Jesus spent a part of
his youth in the Qumtan Monastery on the Dead Sea.
Born in Hampton, lowu, Mrs.
Brogan earned hir U.S. degree in
physical education at I« wa State
Tc:u\vtors College, an I is now
teaching in the public school in
(libsonhurg.

Aruba Commercial School Principal
Leaves Position To Continue Study
By DAVE LORE
"A scholar and a gentleman" Beenu to be the proper phase
to employ when describing Carlin Browne, leader of the Ambian delegation to the University this fall. Taking leave of
his post on this Dutch Isle as principal of the Aruba Commercial School, Browne and four of his former students. Has
Patrick), Phyllis Francis, Patricia LeJuez, and Isidora Wintertlnnl, have enrolled in tin- College
...
scholastic merit, visitor Browne
of Education. Although small in
is iH'vi'i thoK'ss ■omewhat mysti*
number, Browne's party further
fled by many of our social customa
verifies the fact that Bowling
ami taboos, and frankly admit!
Green's reputation has extended
thai
hi* has plans of moving onbeyond our country's continental
ward before too long. Europe if*
borders, attracting studvists from
Ins destination, with its many rethe four corners of the globe.
nowned universities and cultural
Although located in the Cariblandmarks aide to offer the type
bean, Approximately 40 miles from
of education and intellectual exthe shon. of Veniuela. Aiuha is
porienco that few Institutions on
hardly the -south sea island picturthis side "I the Atlantic can match.
ed by many landluMuiu, romantiA veteran in the field Of public
cists. One of the six units comspeaking, Hrownc states that he
posite tin l>utch Antillies, Aruba
would Welcome offers by civic or
with its scant area of 89 square
social groups to speak on his exmiles, represents one of tt,«- most
periences and viewpoints.
productive islands in the world.
Oil is their fortune, with two
huge refineries (one of which is
Standard Oil of New Jersey) providing work for the majority of
Aruba's 60,000 Inhabitants. The
proteasing of this "black gold"
from South America began in
L91S, and has virtually boosted
The University Union, will be
Aruba's economy from rags to
open from 9 a.m. to K p.m. each
riches, as well as endowing the
day during the Thanksgiving vacaaverage man with a living standtion, according to F. M. Cobb,
ard equal to that of his peers in
director.
America.
Aruba'.s population is composed
The Falcon's Nest Snack Bar
of Mi nationalities which are will be open from 10 a.m. to .'. p.m.
No cafetcrin service will he availgrouped into three separate social
able. The Pheasant room will serve
classes! the lower class, the worklunch fr< m 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
ing class, and the elite. Despite the
dinner from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
fact that this social grouping is
The Carnation Room will be
made on the basts of family traclosed
except for the buffet on
dition and wealth, there is little
Sunday
from G p.m. to 7 p.m. The
discrimination or friction between
Buckeye Room will be open from
them. In fact, one of the most
12::t0 p.m. to 8:30. p.m.
surprising aspects of America to
ThanksRiving Day, the Pheasant
Browne is the racial consciousness
room will serve a full course meal
of its citizens.
including juice or soup, a relish
Resembling a typical collegian
plate, turkey or ham, ealad, desmore than the popular conception
of a high school principal, Carlin sert, and a beverage. The dinners
will cost $2.50.
Hrownc speaks a clipped and preMembers of the Library staff
cise Knglish, sprinkled occasionally with touches of Anuricanese. announced that the Library will
He is considered as uu intellectual close Wednesday at 5 p.m. and will
not re-open until Monday. Dec. 1,
and a public leader in Aruba.
at 8 a.m.
Impressed by Bowling Green's

Thanksgiving Hours
Were Recently Set
For Union. Library

Robert's Fine Foods, Inc.
112 E. Washington

Family Style Sunday
Dinners
Steak—Chops—Sea Food

Call 30801
For Raaervation

Alwaya Ampla
Frsw Parking

Frosh Named To Music Council
At a recent meeting of the
freshman music union, Tom Khrman and Jim Magsig Were chosen
to represent the class as members
of the Katie Students' Council.
This council was formed by the
music department faculty lust
spring, according to Hill Karlee,
secretary of the Council. It., functions arc to determine the regulations for the use of the Hall of
Music by music student.-., setting
goals for music majors, aud determining how music students may
receive the maximum advantages

Having Trouble With Reading?
Lheck These "Helpful Hints"
Almost every student has suffered through this experience: you
begin to read a text with enthusiasm, hungry for enlightenment;
after a few paragraphs you stop
to look up an unfamiliar word in
the dictionary; then you check a
footnote reference; then back to
the dictionary. After reading several pages in this manner, you
suddenly realize that you have
no idea of the ground you've covered.
This, says a noted scholar in
the December issue of Header's
Digest, is exactly the wrong way
to enjoy or understand leading.
Says Dr. Mortimer Adler, almost
any book intended for the general reader can he understood if you
approach it in the rijjht way. And
the right way, he insists, is to read
a book through superficially hefore you try to master it.
Skip over the difficull parts;
read only what you can grasp right
away. Kven if it's only 50 per
cent, chances are the light thrown
on the subject will lead you back
for a closer look.
In the article, "Hard Reading
Made Kasy," Dr. Adler says that
most of us missed the joys of
Shakespeare's plays in high school
because we approach them in too
reverent a manner. Teacher made
us look up every footnote, every
arachaic word. As a result we
struggled through scene after
.scene of Macbeth, Hamlet or Julius Caesar and never realized
what rattling good melodramas
they are.
Before you read any bock, Dr.

Adler says, give it a fast onceover. Look over the title page and
preface t< learn the author's approach and angle. Study the tnble
of contents, just as you would a
road map before taking a trip.
Check the index for the range of
subjects covered. Look up Ihc
phrases or chapters that :eem crucial. This may give you the keyto the entire book.

College
Laundromat

Happy .

115 E. Court St.

Until Dec. I
SHIRTS—beautifully
laundered
for only 20c when brought
In with regular laundry or
dry cleanlnf
PLAIN SKIRTS AND
SWEATERS
expertly Finiahed
for only 50c when brought
In with laundry or
dry cleaning

Fancy Sandwiches
A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

ANOTHER FINISHING TOUCH" wai added to the University Union recently
with the presentation ol Miss Alean GaUqher'i portiatt o| the late Senator Robert
A. Ta|t. which will hang In the TaH Room. Viewing the work are Miss Gallgher.
of ZanesvlUe. and Farrar M. Cobb. director of the Union.

From the Digest

SPECIALS

We baby your
SHIRTS
Shirts respond to the tender
treatment we fWe them.
Gently, throughly laundered,
then finished with extra care
. . . and, as an added service, packaged with the famous Shirt Pax for no crash
collars.
Save tM Cash and Carry on
Bundles over fl.M.
It's the kind of shirt service
you've been looking for

A recent addition to ir.e cultural activities on campus is the drama dsMVMton ^roup, M.itlnci'.
The group has boon organized
to girt Mudents an opportunity
to become acquainted \ ith portioiU of aomt of lhe bo'.tar known
plays. It aL=o provides lor open
discussion of the play's appeal to
the individual, and a:iy related
controversial topics of Interest,
Matinee presents preglftmi each
Tuesday afternoon from S:8Q to
4:45 p.m. in the Capital Room of
the Union. These programs include
recording! from major professional productions of each play and
panel diseusi?ons. There is also
a period of open discussion at each
meeting.
Recordings in future programs
will include: Charles Itoyer in
"Don .ItiHii in Hell." I-awrcnco
Olivia in "Hamlet." Jose Ferrer
in "Cyrano de llurgorac," and
Frederick March in "Long Hay's
Journey into Night."
The plays are chosen on the
basis of recent productions and
great or enduring quality. Following campus major productions,
Matinee wll also present cxaluation programs.

For Pickup and
Delivery
Coll Clyde Enderle
488
Any Day at Noon
or
Paul Enderle

481

from the curriculum and activities offered by the department.
Other members of the Council
are Sue Conrad, president, and
Verne Tussing, senior npresentatives; Leslie Roberts, vice-president and Ray Rideout, junior representstives; and Joe Mcscnger, a
sophomore representative along
with Farlee.

Chapman Featured
In Faculty Concert
Thi' second public presentation
of a work of a Toledo composer
will be played by pianist Robert
Chapman, instructor in music, at
the seventh conceit in t e 11>;>H59 faculty concert series, Tuesday,
Dec. '1, at 8:16 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of tie Hall of Music.
"Sonata for Piano," the featured work, was composed hj E I B
betb Could, a Toledo musician and
the wile of attorney Charles
Could.

The
Wooster Shop

Then when you do read Hie book
through, chances are you'll find
that the subject wasn't so difficult
after all.
Th* lott and found d*pl. hat b**n
movvd IhU y«ar. Previously located In ih» maintenance department.
II has been moved lo Ihe Activities
Ofllce of Ihe Unlverilty Union. Deicrlp'loni of loel articles are polled
on Ihe bulletin board cutrlde the
office for one week and then placed
In the card file. Pereoni losing articles can check Ihe board or Ihe card
file.

425 E. Woosler si.

Take Home a Gift
At Thanksgiving
Many Gift Suggestions
Can be found
here.

Help stamp out the Greeting Card Menace!
Be Cheap—Us This .. .
□

Greetings

Q

Sorry. I forgot

□

Everything's fine, lust send money

□

How's

□

And what ya hear from

?

□

New Year

D

Birthday

□
□
□

D
D

Mother's Day

□

Not aorry I forgot
?

□
□
a

Bastille Day
Vacation
Turkey Day

Write when you get workl
Thanks. It was

I

Here'a my phone number:
Love and Kisses I

Q
[ ]

Use it

Kisses and Love I

(Signed)
X (His) (Her) Mark

We have cheap envelopes to go with this
cheap card.

segalls
Across from Music Building

FOR THE FINEST DRY CLEANING ANYWHERE
EXQUISITELY FINISHED SHIRTS—OTHER
LAUNDRY TOO.

(fcft^
FC AFROTC Flight Training Launched

Dr. Young Announces
Student Teaching List
A total of 115 student teachers
have been assigned for the weeks
of Nov. 10 to Jan. 30, according
to a list released by Dr. Charles
Young, chairman of the department of education.
There were 48 elementary assignments and 69 were assigned
to area high schools.
Those teaching in elementary
schools are included in the following list
Bowling Green: Conneaut—Sylvia Blancy, Marlene Calvert, Marian Heasley, Nancy Howell, Carolyn Krukemyer, Hetty Meola, Judith Porter, Jo Ann Ruppanncr,
and Beverly A. Smith.
Crim—Brenda Boyee, Shirley
Clem, Arline Miller, Nnncy Claspy, Anita Vaccariello, and Judith
Wight.
Junior High Special—Francis
Miller.
Kenwood—Rosemary
Bodnar,
Anitu Coon, Ingeborg Decker, Linda Druley, Helen Gaily, Betty
I.uukhuf, Carol Kaht, Roberta Rudolph, and Edna Shoup.
Ridge—Corinnc Drotleff, Ruth
Ferguson, Roberta Solomon, Barbara Sweeney, and Beverly Toth.
South—Arthur Beegle, Vcrna
Bulchick, Nadine Claspy, Nancy
. Lcmasters, Nan Radabuogh, and
Joanne Steffan.
Perrysburg Pine St.—Cathalene
Pratt.
Findlay elementary — Shirley
Gerber and John Wolfe: Fremont
Atkinson—Irene Hutchison; Gibsonburg—Judi Smith, Sue Speck;
Liberty Center—Jo Ann Spiess;
Woodville—Eileen Harder, Alice
Nehls, and Joyce Taulker.
The following aro high school
assignments:
Bowling Green—Richard Barber, Gilbert Barto, Richard Clark,
Phyllis Colcman, Wade Dicfenthaler, Janet Fcnwick, Mornn
Flade, Thomas Gerken, Thomas
Hicks, Dolores Hornyak, David Jeter, Sue Kamercr, Noredn Keysor,
Karel King, Paul Kirby, Lucinda
Krintz, Wayne Levering, James
McDonald, Elizabeth Miller, Leonard Miller, Muriel Morne, Robert
Oglesboe, Robert Peura, Linda
Phettepluce, Frances Piasecki,
Dale Pittman, Joseph Poclojil, James Quivcy, Carolyn Rasmus, Georgia Schuldt, Wayne Short, Jonny
Sidenbendor, Mary R. Smith, Rodger Sweeting, John Valentine,
and Virginia Weadock.
Findlay—Ann Hess; Fostoria—
Janice Baker, Theodore Mayberry,
Ruth McQuinklin, Mardclla Payne,
and Charles Perry; Fremont— Judith Bowman, Helen Calvin, Joseph Frank, and Gaylord Miller.
Bcllevue — Ruth Kahlenbcrg;
Gibsonburg—Alice
Driftmeyer,
Kenneth Miller, and Lloyd Reynolds; Maumee—Donald Hufzigcr,
Patricia Little, William Park, and
John Zeilman;
McClurc—Ruth
Hurst.
Napoleon — Norma Panning,
David Srr.alley, Steve Takacs, and
Eugene Weber; Perrysburg - Alan Adlcr, Carol Garber, Ronald
Oglesbee, Mary Reid, and Patricia
Snider; Rossford—Thomas Minarcin; South Zanesvllle—Paul Antel.

Honorary Plans
Annual Exhibit
Delta Phi Delta, national art
honorary, will present an art show
Dec. 1 through Jan. 6, in the
gallery of the art building.
The gallery will be open from
8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Some of the art
work will be for sale.
The formal opening of the show
will be Dec. 1 from 8 to 10 p.m.
Invitations for the opening have
been sent to faculty members and
other honorary groups. According
to Helen Kane, president of Delta
Phi Dcltn, the public iB also invited. Kefrcshments will be .served.

1:00- 3:00
3:30- 5:00
IllS- 7:15
9:00 11:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.

7:15 8:15 a.m.
1:00- 7:00 a.m.
7:30- 7:50 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 4:30
3:30- 5:00
4:00- 3:00
6:00 10:00
6:00 11:00
1)13- 7:13
6:15 7:13
1:30- 7:30
6:30 7:30
1:30- 1:30
1:30- 9:30
7:00- 1:00
7:00 11:00
7:30- 1:00
7:30- 3:30
1:00 p.m.
11 a.m. to
11 u.m. to
II a.m. lo
3:30- 3:00
3:30- 5:00
0:00- 7:30
0:13- 7:13
7:00 11:00
1:00 p.m.
1:13 p.m.
1:00 11:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
pJeU
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

noon
nonn
noon
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

I a.m.- 3 p.m.
3:30- 4:15
6:00 10:00
1:00 11:00
1:00- 7:30
7:00- 0:00
7:00- 3:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:00- 9:00
7:00- 1:00
7:00 0:30
7:00-10:00
7:00-10:00
7)00-11:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1:00- 1:50 a.m.
1:30- 3:30
3:00- 3:00
3:30- 3:00
1:00-11:00
6:15- 7:30
IllS- 7:15
•:30- 7:30
7:00- 0:30
7:00- 0:00
7:00- 3:00
7:00 11:00
7:30 10:00
10:00-11:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

6:00 11:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 10:00 p.m.
7:00- 1:00 p.m.
I a.m.- 3 p.m.
I a.m. 4 p.m.
1:00- 3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

There will be no Cobus Hour
tomorrow, due to the Thanksgiving
vacation.
Replacing the regularly scheduled discussion-coffee hour Wednesday, Dec. 3, will be the fourth
in the series of student-faculty
seminars sponsored by the College
of Business Administration. "The
Impact of Electronic Computers
on Modern Business Decitions" is
the subject of the lecture at 3:30
in the auditorium of the Hall of
Music.
The next Cobus Hour will be
at 3:30 Dec. 10 in the Alumni
Room of the Union. Prof. John
Davidson is the discussion leader.

Five students and two faculty
members will attend the National
Interfraternity Conference in Atlanta, Georgia, from Dec. 3 to 5.
Representing BGSU will be Ron
Harmon, president of the local
IFC; Bob Greenhcrg, administrativo vice-president; Ray Marvin,
secretary; Bob McLean. Greek
Week Chairman; Herm Kohy, treasurer: Dole Haven and Bill Palmer. Attending with the local delegation will be Dr. E'den T.
Smith, dean of students, and Wallace W. Taylor, deun of men.
Scholarship,
rushing,
pledge
training, Greek Week, fraternity
ideals, and the operation of the
IFC will be discussed.

Classified
Cuitomera wanlad, no •xparlanc* nact-e
taiy. Saqall's.

Calendar Of Events

7:0010:00 p.m.

Cobus Cancelled

In Atlanta, Dec. 3-5

10 a.m. to noon
5:00 7:30 p.m.
3:45- 3:00 p.m.
7:00- 3:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
3:30- 8:00
4:00- 3:00
4:30- 3:00
3:00-10:00
6:15 7:15
1:15 7:15
8:30- 7l30
3:30- 7:30
1:30- 1:30
7:00- 3:00
7:00-11:00
7:30- 3:30
7:30- 3:30
1:00 p.ai.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

I'm.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
P-m.
p.m.
p.m.

Tuesday. Novimb«r 23
Wayne Room. U.U.
1.3A M..tlna
Capital Room. U.U.
Matin..- Hour
Blver Room, U.U.
Niwmon R.ligion Claaa (Fraahman)
Campua
Gamma Phi Bota All Campus Saranada
Wadnaaday. Novambar 30
Prout Chapel
UCF Morning Chapal Sarrica
Women'a Gym
Potshlng Hifl.. Drill Practice
Bight Ante Room. Prout Chapel
CCF Pray.r Maatintj
Beginning of Thanksgiving Htcm
Monday. D.c.mb.r 1
Raaumptton o| Claaaan
Wayne Room, U.U.
UCF Raliqloua Coura*
PersY-Coghan Room, U.U.
Th. Book Club MaaUng
Taft Room. U.U.
Panhellankc Council Meeting
Natatorium
Swan Club Practice and Meeting
Gale Theatre
Unlveraily Theatre Rehearsal
Wayne, Perry Room.. U.U.
Newman Religion Clase (Inquiry)
River Room, U.U.
Newman Religion Clan (Uppercl'
Croghan Hantlion Rooma, U.U.
UCF Meeting
Capital Room, U.U.
Sailing Club Meeting
Wayne Room. U.U.
OSEA Executive Board Meeting
400, 402 Admlnlalratlon Bldg.
AWS Judicial Board Meeting
Prout Chapel
Gamma Delia Communion Service ....
Main Auditorium
Unlveraltr Theatre Rehearsal
Pink Dogwood, Room. U.U.
Sigma Xi and Mathematics Club, Lecture
303 Overman Hall
Delta Nu Alpha Meeting
IFC Executive and Commit!.. Meeting
Ta|i Room, U.U.
Tuesday. December 2
Perry Room, U.U.
UAO Recruitment Committee Meeting ....
Wayne and Harrison Rooms, U.U.
Newman Clan (Freahmen)
River Room, U.U,
Newman Clan (Upperclaaa)
Ta|l Room, U.U.
AWS Meeting
Capital Room, U.U.
"Matinee" Hour
Women'a Gym
Army ROTC Perahing Rlflea Drill
Newman Religion Clata (Froahmen) ....
River Room. U.U.
Main Auditorium
Unlveraily Theatre Rehearaal
Men'a Gym
Basketball with Hilladale ....
Recital Hall. Hall of Mualc
Mualc Depl., Robert Chapman. Planiat
Campua
Kappa Delta Sorority All-Campua Serenade
Wedneaday. December 3
All-Campua Election! (of Freahmen Claaa Officers
and KEY King and Queen
. Rodgera. Foundera, Ad. Bldg.. Union
UCF Chapel Service
Prout Chapel
Club Practice
Natatorium
Gate Theatre
University Theatre Dress Rehearsal
UAO Board of Dkreclora Meellng
Croghan Room, U.U.
Wayne Room. U.U.
Phi Upallon Omlcron Meeting
Campua Fellowship Committee Phlloaophy
Diacuaalon Group
Capital Room. U.U.
Industrial Arts Bldg.
Industrial Arta Club Meeting
I'm. Avii Auditorium
Art Guild Meeting
Chemical Journal Club Meeting
,
140 Overman Hal)
Workshop Players Meellng
White Dogwood Room. U.U.
Geological Society Meeting
41 Overman Hall
University Theatre Reheareal
Main Auditorium
Thursday. December 4
Insurance Club Meeting. Maurice Kelly
"Life Insurance and Human Needa"
Alumni Room. U.U.
Academic Council Meeting
Tafl Room. U.U.
LSA Coffee Hour
River Room. U.U.
Capital Room, U.U.
Hook, and Coffee Hour
Unlveraily Theatre Performance
Gale Theatre
Chjiatlan Science Organisation Meellng
Prout Chapel
103 Ad. Bldg.
Newman Club Inquiry Claas
Pink Dogwood Room, U.U.
Quill Type Meeting
Geography Club and Gamma Theta Epailon Meeting Taft Ro
U.U.
German Club and Gamma Epailon Meellng
Wayne, Harrison. U.U.
Beta Pi Theta Meeting
Capital Room, U.U.
Main Auditorium
University Theatre Rehearsal
SAM Meeting
Alumni Room, U.U.
MIRHC Meeting
Historical Suite. U.U.
Friday. December 3
Gate Theatre
Unlveraily Theatre Performance
1*4.
Campua Movie—"Left Hand of God" and
Main Auditorium
"The Ultle Malch Girl"
Grand Ballroom, U.U.
Christmas Concert Rehearaal
Prout Chapel
Jewish Congrwgallon Meeting
Saturday. December I
101 PA. Bldg.
Toledo Edison Co.. Cherry Pie Baking Contest
Capllal Room, U.U.
Men'a Intramural D.pi. Meeting
Mai nAi'dllorium
Unlveraily Theatre Rehearaal
Campus Movie—"Left Hand of God" and
. Main Auditorium
"The Little Match Girl"
University Chorua. Rehea.-eal for Berlois
Recital Hall
'LENFANCE DU CHRIST"
Grand Ballroom, U.U.
AWS All-Compile Formal Dance
Basketball with Miami at Oxford
Sunday. December 7
Prout Chapel
Gamma Delta Student Worship Service
Phi Eta Sigma Honor Fraternity
White Dogwood Room, U.U.
Banuet and Initiation
Alumni Room, U.U.
UCF Program
Wayne Room. U.U.
Channinq Murray Meeting
"LENFANCE DU CHRIST," Unlveraily
Grand Ballroom, U.U.
Chorua and Orchealra
Monday, December I
syne
UCF Rellgloua Coura.
Taft Room, U.U.
Panhellenlc Council Meellng
Right Ante Room. Prout Chapel
CCF Meellng
Natatorium
Club Meeting
River Room. U.U.
Newman Religion Class (Upperclass)
Wayne, Perry Rooms, U.U.
Newman Religion Class (Inquiry)
CroqhanHarriaon Rooms. U.U.
UCF Meeting
Capital Room. U.U.
Sailing Club Meellng
400. 402 Ad. Bldg.
AWS Judicial Board Meeting
Dogwood Suite, U.U.
OSEA Meeting
Main Auditorium
Unlveraily Theatre Rehearaal
River Room, U.U.
Beta Alpha Pel Meeting
33 Overman Hall
Air Force Reeerve Meeting
Taft Room. U.U.
IFC Executive and Committee Meeting

•)

ENDS
TUESDAY
Features 7:30. 9:30

This performer sincja Ilk*
Tony Martin, hen a build
Ilk* Victor Mature and
acts like Marlon Brando
but she will probably
nerer make a hit with
the boys.
So fellows you can bring
your Bhlrta and laundry
here—we will do it better
than your girl friend can.
cheaper too.
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COLOR HI>L_
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Fiftten senior Air Force ROTC
cadets hove begun pilot training
at University Airport, according
to I,t. Col. Fred W. Si^bert, professor of air science.
Before these cadets can begin
flig.ht training, they mn.st pass
the rigid physical and mental examinations administered by
the
Air Force to its prospective pilots.

Once enrolled in the flying indoctrination program, they receive 36% hours flight time and
35 hours of ground instruction
covering .such subjects a* flying,
navigation, weather, and sir safety.
Upon completion. eaeh trainee
is eligible to take the Civil Acronuutics Administration examination
for a private pilot license. I,t. Col.
Sichert feels that this program
provides cadets with a lirm background for future instruction in
the Air Force.
Kacil year, the senior cadets enrolled in the flying indoctrination
program vie for the right t<■ make
the first solo flight. Robert W.
Huff, cadet group commander,
emerged as top man at the conclusion of competition this full and
thus was the first to wing his way
skyward alone.

CONGRATULATING ROBERT HUFF, cnd.l group command.r. I< U Col. Fred
W. Sieherl. professor of air ictence. as he emerqeb from a training plan* at
Uniy.r.lly Airport. Huff was th* cadet who made th* lint *olo flight In Ihii
yuar'e AFROTC pilot training program.

In The Realm
Of Professors

Facts Of "Campi"
Across Mid-West

RABIN SPEAKS

By THELMA MADDEN

So here's to another look at what comes across the exchange paper desk in the B-G NEWS office.
KF.NT STATE UNIVERSITY received news this week
that the National Science Foundation has awarded KSU grants
totaling $133,700 for summer institutes in biology and mathematics for high school teachers. The institute is beinjr held to
improve the nation's technical potential by improving the competency of high .school teachers in
these two fields.
A RECENT ARTIST Series program at F.astern Illinois University, Charleston, featured "The
Barber of Seville" as performed
by the New York City Opera Company.
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY'S
IFC and I'anllel Council hove adopted an improvisbed II year-old
French girl and given the fille
new hope. The plan is adopted
through the Foster Parent Plan,
in New I.ork City, and will consist
of sending money letter I to the
girl, who prior to the adoption
was existing with her family on
$r.8..r>',i a month.
ALSO AT OSU, plans are being
considered to require incoming
freshmen students to attend numnier school in order to mnke fuller use of the University's dormitories and class rooms.
CHA CHA LESSONS were given recently at a dance held at
the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

Walker Display
At Art Building
An

exhibit

of

28

prints

by

Ohio artist Clay Walker will continue on display in the Fine Arts
Illdg.

gallery

through

Sunday,

November 30.
The one-man show
the

public

without

is open to
admission

charge. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.
The 34-year-old Oberlin painter
and pi inimaker, a Kontuckian by
birth, is a graduate of
sity of Toledo, and
at Ecole Des Beaux
and independently in

the Univerhas studied
Arts, Paris,
Europe.

Dr. Bernard Rabin, assistant
professor of education, discussed
the question, "When Should Children Start School?" at a recent
meeting of the Wauseon PTA. Dr.
Rabin presented a review of research findings on this question,
and led a group discussion period
following his talk.
HERMAN IS APPOINTED
Dr. George Herman, assistant
professor of speech, has been ap]Hiinted to the advisory board of
the Toledo Hearing league.
The Hearing League, which is
a Red Feather Agency, teaches lip
reading and gives therapy and
hearing aid evaluations for the
hard of hearing and the deaf.
BROUDY ATTENDS CONFAB
Lt. Col. Hurold Broudy, professor of military science and tactics,
attended the annual Second Army
Professors of Military Science and
Tactics Conference recently at Ft.
George G. Meade, Md.
The PMS&T Conference,
lust Tuesday and Wednesday,
as ts purpose the discussing
various problems the groups
counter.

held
had
the
en-

Lt. Gen. George W. Rcade Jr.,
Second Army Commander, was in
charge of the two-day conference.

HG'S PROUT CHAPEL appears
in a photograph in a recent issue
of Marietta College's weekly newspaper. With the picture is an article detailing the construction and
functions of the Chapel, as well
as some information about the
chapel on the Muskingum campus.
HERBERT MUNTZ, a former
member of the University's English department faculty, is the advisor of a new student literary magazine, The Abecedarian, which
was published for the first time
last Friday at Marietta College.
POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL
was initiated on the campus of
Eastern Illinois University Saturday, Nov. 15. The game was a
draw, with both women's teams
being held scoreless.
BEER FESTS take on strange
connotations in the mind of the
Bowling Green student, but to a
.student of the University of North
Dakota, it is quite a common and
big occurance. The "rootzenfest"
is a beer festival fashioned after
tho one held each year in Germany; the only difference is that
root beer is served instead of the
real thing.
BUT IN BOWLING GREEN,
the first snow of the season, as
of about 2:50 Friday afternoon.

Elementary.
my dear Watson I From the happy look
on your physiog, from the cheerful lift
you seem to be enjoying, I deduce
you are imbibing Coca-Cola. No mystery
about why Coke is the world's favorite
... such taste, such sparkle! Yes, my
favorite case is always a case of Cokel
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SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

BottUd under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

MIDWEST COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Toledo. Ohio

